MEDIA RELEASE
Hitachi Australia introduces the T-19WX Interactive Display
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA – September 28, 2009 – Hitachi Australia today announced an exciting new addition to its digital
presentation solution range, the StarBoard T-19WX Interactive Display. A widescreen, pen driven, WXGA resolution 19inch interactive tablet, the T-19WX works collaboratively with the Hitachi suite of presentation tools, enabling users to
deliver presentations and write digital notes on the pen display, to be projected on a larger screen.

Ergonomically designed to increase usability, the T-19WX incorporates the latest interactive tablet technology, including
eight customisable software shortcuts, a wireless pen with two customisable buttons, handwriting recognition
capabilities, an adjustable tilt stand and VESA mount, and a VGA output connector. Its widescreen 16:10 aspect ratio
was specifically developed for users requiring a larger workspace, designed to optimise images for widescreen
projection.

“The T-19WX is perfect for schools and businesses looking for a simple and exciting presentation tool,” said James Burke,
StarBoard Products Specialist, Hitachi Australia. “Those who desire the functionality of a full-size interactive whiteboard,
but do not have the space or budget, now have an economical solution that will meet their needs.”

Hitachi StarBoard software can be easily accessed through the intuitive, icon-drive interface which allows presenters to
operate in a whiteboard mode, or to annotate right over Windows applications or digital video on the display. The T19WX includes collaboration software, allowing it to communicate seamlessly with other StarBoard systems, allowing
simultaneous annotation and viewing, using multiple systems connected locally or via the internet.

The Hitachi StarBoard T-19WX Interactive Display is 46.2cm (H) x 34.8cm (W) x 6.1cm (D), features a writing resolution of
1000 Lpi and weighs approximately 5.4 kilograms.

For further information on the new range of products visit: http://www.hitachi.com.au/
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Hitachi was founded in 1910 and has Head Quarters and Major Subsidiaries in America, Asia, Europe, Japan and Oceania. For over 30 years, the
Hitachi Group Companies have provided Australian industry with award winning products and services in the areas of Air conditioning systems,
Automotive components, Technology, products and services for energy generation, construction, mining and transport, Multi-media and computer
technology and Semiconductors and devices for Australian manufacturers of electronic products. Hitachi has a unique position in the marketplace
by manufacturing and developing its own core technologies to provide consumers and businesses with optimal product performance in each of
Hitachi’s product categories.

